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SWW Organization/Members  
Win at Annual NMPW Contest

Sweepstakes Award Honorable Mention to SouthWest 
Writers. According to NMPW President Sherri Burr, 
Sweepstakes Awards come in two categories (individuals 
and organizations) and are the top prizes among those 
who won or placed in the most individual categories. 
“For Southwest Writers to have been a finalist means the 
organization’s entries were among the best submitted,” 
she said. 

SouthWest Sage Newsletter, Kathy Schuit, editor: First 
Place, Web and Social Media > Electronic newsletter > 
Non-profit, government, or educational.

SouthWest Writers Website, 
www.southwestwriters.com , 
Kathy Wagoner, webmaster: Sec-
ond place, Web and Social Media 
> Website edited or managed by 
Entrant > Nonprofit, government 
or educational.

KiMo Theatre: Fact & Folklore, 
Jacqueline Murray Loring, editor and contributor, with 
additional contributions by SWW members: First Place, 
Writing > Books, Short Stories, Verse > Nonfiction 
Books for Adult Readers > History.

SWW 2019 Winners Anthology, Rose Marie Kern, edi-
tor, with contributions by SWW members: Honorable 
Mention, Writing > Books, Short Stories, Verse > Short 
Stories > Collection of short stories written by multiple 
authors (published by entrant in any book form).

SouthWest Writers Covid Ops
To the members and friends of SouthWest Writers:

On Monday, March 23, NM Governor Michelle Lu-
jan Grisham called for ALL non-essential businesses 
to close their offices, specifically including non-profit 
organizations.  Therefore, the SWW office will not be 
open to the public for the foreseeable future.

  However, with the wonders of modern technology 
and the fabulous skills and dedication of our volunteers 
and office manager, SWW will continue all member ser-
vices (other than live events) and will even engender 
new ones, including:

• The SWW Writing Contest is up and running!
• Members are encouraged to share their successes and 
announcements via our now bi-weekly elerts. 
• The SWW Website, under the administration of Kathy 
Wagoner, has all the latest info.
• A Special Edition of the Sage newsletter, These Inter-

esting Times, with a writing challenge defined on page 5. 
• Both SouthWest Writers Facebook pages are provid-
ing up-to-date info and are available for members to 
post short stories and poems.
• Board Members are regularly meeting online to dis-
cuss ways to keep members challenged.
• The SWW Directory of Professionals is updated 
monthly so members can easily find help with their writ-
ing and business.

  By participating in social 
distancing SWW hopes that 
meetings and events will resume 
in a few months. In the mean-
time, continue to email your 
questions to info@swwriters.
com—and keep writing!

-Rose Marie Kern, President

Many SWW Members won individual awards for books, 
short stories, and articles. We hope we’ve included every-
one, but if you or someone you know has been left off the 
list please let us know at sage@swwriters.com or info@
swwriters.com. The list, in reverse alphabetical order, be-
gins on page 3.

Awards To The SWW Organization

SouthWest Writers is an organization blessed with ex-
cellent authors and editors—evidenced in the results of 
the 2020 New Mexico Press Women’s Communications 
Contest.  As an organization, SWW entered four catego-
ries, all of which won awards.  At least 15 individual 
members also won awards.  

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL!
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NOW Is The Time To Write! Have you got a True Coronavirus experience you 
want to share? Keep it to 500 words, follow the 
guidelines on page 5 and email it to sage@sw-
writers.com no later than April 8 for a chance to 
be included in the April 15 Sage Special Edition: 
These Interesting Times.

No doubt about it, forced isolation feels a lot like pun-
ishment. A vast majority of American adults haven’t ex-
perienced even a moment of such an indignation since 
the days when childhood mischief resulted in that 
stern warning: “Go to your room and don’t 
come out until you’re called!”

As part of efforts to keep 
everyone healthy, we’ve been 
sent to our homes; instructed to 
stay put until further notice. But 
really, what did we do to deserve 
this? It’s just not fair! Certainly an 
understandable reaction, but we’re 
grownups now, far too old for kicking 
the walls or pouting under an afghan.  As 
adults and writers, we have the ability to 
dig deeper into this period of relative con-

finement to find the treasure hidden under all the 
layers of punishing, distressing news. Now is 

the time to hop to the completion of the poem, 
column, manuscript or screenplay that you 

“never seem to have the time for,” or to en-
ter the SWW writing contest (details on 
page 10).  NOW you have time. So, go 

to your room and write!
What’s that? 

Yes, by all means, make sure you’re stocked up on 
toilet paper first.

Special Message From SWW 
President,  Rose Marie Kern      

SWW Members Win NMPW Awards
       (Article starts on page 1)

Positivity Prevails
    by Elizabeth Layton

The Sage Writing 
Challenge5555The Sage Writing 5The Sage Writing 
Challenge5Challenge

It’s Poetry Month!
A Poet’s Life 
by John J. Candelaria
Blue Columbine 
by Donald T. Morgan

Talking To Angels and In August
by Amara Cudney
Elemental, Grand Canyon and Earthworm 
by Linda Yen
Not a Dream or a Desire, Reverie Poem 
and You Almost Got Me  Killed
by Donald DeNoon
Cruzin’ Central, by Kathy Louise Schuit

Building Tension
      by Kirt Hickman

In Case You Missed It...
       ...with David Morrell

Enter the SWW Writing Contest

Eliza Haywood Answers
        Timely Writing

Eliza Haywood

Answers

Opportunities and Interests
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MEETINGS
• April 4 - Cancelled
• April 21 - Cancelled, member poetry reading to 

be rescheduled.

WORKSHOPS
• April 4 - Cancelled

CLASSES
• Blogging, with Rob Spiegel, originally scheduled 

for April 7; moved to July 7.
• Writing for Magazines, with Melody Groves 

originally scheduled for April 18; moved to July 
11.

• Crafting a Nonfiction Book Proposal, with Lo-
retta Hall, originally scheduled for May 4; moved 
to October 4.

• DIY Illustrations to Make Your Writing Sing, 
with Kathy Schuit, originally scheduled for May 
16, postponed, not yet rescheduled.

We Can’t Wait To Greet You!

 Lynne Sturtevant
Jennifer Simpson

Alexandria Mudrick

These Folks Joined 
SWW in February

Jennifer Babson 
Gary Stevens 
Ralph Moller

In the meantime...Live long, stay healthy.

Patricia Wood – 1st Place for Murder at the Petro-
glyphs and Honorable Mention for My FBI Story.
Patricia Walkow – 2nd place for Subarus are Deli-
cious and 3rd Place for Sir Thomas Bondo.
James Tritton – 2nd Place for But What if the Bud-
dhists Got it Wrong?
Leonie Rosenstiel – Honorable Mention for My Chevy 
Cobalt and the Cowbell
Vicky Ramakka – 2nd Place for The Cactus Plot and 
2nd Place for Diggin’ In (Archeology)
Marilyn Pettes Hill – 1st Place for A Divinely Blessed 
Heritage and 3rd place for A Sign of My Times
Elaine Montague – 1st Place for Victory from the 
Shadows
R.J. Mirabal – 3rd Place for Trixie Finds Her People
Jacqueline Murray Loring – 1st place, National 
League of American Pen Women, Yucca Branch 
Newsletter, and 2nd place for Vietnam Veterans Un-
broken.
Diane Laydon – Honorable Mention for Memories of 
Rick Rhodes & Margo Radaelli: Kimo Employees from 
1977-1984
Loretta Hall – 1st Place for Dr. Randy Lovelace, 
Aviation Pioneer, 1st Place for Book Review:Incredible 
Stories from Space, 2nd Place for The Summer Slide 
Can be Reversed for Reading and Math
Sherri Burr – 3rd place for Headstone Consecration 
Ceremony for John Pierre Burr, 3 Honorable Men-
tions for: Complicated Lives: Free Blacks in Virginia, 
1619-1865,  The Writing Life Columns about George 
RR Martin and Lee Child,   Aaron Burr Jr., and John 
Pierre Burr.
Kari Bovee – 3rd Place for Peccadillo at the Palace 
and Honorable Mention for Grace in the Wings
Joan Berish – 2nd Place for Fire and Fauna, Tales of 
a Life Untamed.
Chris Allen – 1st Place for Obsession

SWW Pandemic Precautions: 
Cancellations and Postponements

Resource Links To Accurate 
Coronavirus Information and Updates:
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/
• World Health Organization

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/
novel-coronavirus-2019

• U.S. Dept. of State
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/trave-
ladvisories/ea/covid-19-information.html?ref
PageViewId=508d2647d7a89edf

• State of New Mexico
https://www.newmexico.gov/

FUN FACT: Approximately 140 members, visitors 
and guests attended the March 7 SWW meeting.

NMPW Awards To Individual 
SWW Members, con’t from page 1
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SouthWest Writers members, “Writers Helping 
Writers,”  meet the first Saturday and the third 
Tuesday of each month at the Albuquer-
que Center for Spiritual Living,  2801 Lou-
isiana Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110 
(just north of Menual, entrance is west of 
Louisiana). Meetings include information, edu-
cation and networking opportunities for writers. 
Visitors are welcome.

Saturday meetings start at 10 a.m.      
Tuesday meetings start at 6:30 p.m.

Once a month, at the Tuesday night meet-
ing, pre-selected member/authors read se-
lections from their own work. Attend for the  
entertainment, the education and for great 
conversations.

TUESDAY NIGHT MEETINGS 
FEATURE MEMBER READINGS

ATTEND A SouthWest    
Writers MEETING

CANCELLED 

THROUGH A
PRIL 

CANCELLED 

THROUGH A
PRIL 

When “once upon a time” 
becomes “within these uncer-
tain times” it can be challeng-
ing to know what the right 
things are to say, post, and of-
fer to our clients and customer base. As we are currently 
seeing on television and the internet and hearing on the 
news, a connection is still essential for all humans. This 
need for connection can be the right place to be and the 
right way to communicate with our customers. 

If you read the tone of our nation, it is obvious that 
now is not the time to push selling. Yet, you can contin-
ue to connect with your customers and clients through 
positive offerings. On your blog write about positive in-
teractions around the world and/or share your uplifting 
poetry and prose. On your social media platforms post 
positive thoughts, quotes, videos, and pictures. Within 
your newsletter, write about positive contributions from 
your local community, the nation, and the world. Or 
send a simple and sincere email to your customers send-
ing good thoughts and well wishes.

To quote Maya Angelou - “I’ve learned that people 
will forget what you said, people will forget what you 
did, but people will never forget how you made them 
feel.” Bringing sincere positivity to the forefront will 
help your clients continue to engage with your company 
and they will be more likely to support your business 
and use your services through these uncertain times and 
when our normalcy reappears.

Positivity Prevails

 � One member pointed out that as we live through 
this period of temporary isolation, we are also in 
the Christian season of Lent. She added that Lent 
isn’t just a time of self denial, but also a time 
of meditation, contemplation, discipline and self 
discovery.  Whether your spiritual path includes 
Lent or not, the time of waiting and uncertainty 
can be transformed depending on how we view 
it and how we use this time.

 � Another email included this quote from John Stu-
art Mill, Principles of Political Economy, 1848:  

“What has so often excited wonder, is the great 
rapidity with which countries recover from a state 
of devastation, the disappearance in a short time, 
of all traces of mischief done by earthquakes, 
floods, hurricanes, and the ravages of war. An en-
emy lays waste a country by fire and sword, and 
destroys or carries away nearly all the moveable 
wealth existing in it: all the inhabitants are ruined, 
and yet in a few years after, everything is much as 
it was before.”

From The Sage Inbox

Share your timely quips, quotes or memes to:
sage@swwriters.com

THROUGH A
PRIL

by Elizabeth Layton



The SouthWest Sage newsletter welcomes 
submissions focusing on all aspects of research, writ-
ing, and publishing in any genre. See past issues of 
SouthWest Sage for the types of articles we publish.

Here are four ways you may be included:

  

Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 15th 
of the month prior to the next issue. Standard article 
lengths are from 300-1000 words; certain Sage Challeng-
es may set more specific word count requirements and/
or deadlines (see the Challenge description box, above). 
Submissions may be edited for accuracy, readability and 
length; they  must be tasteful; free from profanity, ex-
plicit sex or violence, etc. 

Send all submissions as either standard text in an 
email or in a Word document in 12 pt. size. Single 
spaced. Do not get fancy with formatting or fonts. 
Make sure to include your name or pen name in the 
document text. 

The Sage Writing 
Challenge

Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 15th 

Email to sage@swwriters.com.

• Write an article for the Sage related to the craft of 
writing, getting published, etc.

• Enter stories, poems, or articles inspired by the 
monthly writing challenge announced in each 
Sage.

• Send in a short story/poem/essay of your own—on 
any topic (inclusion in the Sage is subject to the 
discretion of the editor).

• Enter artwork/photographs related to writing in 
general or accompanying your stories. 

CHALLENGE/SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
SouthWest SAGE

Send questions or submissions to:
Kathy Schuit

SouthWest Sage Editor
sage@swwriters.com

APRIL 15
Special Edition

sage@swwriters.com

Poetry
Make sure to include your name or pen name in the 

Poetry PoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetry

Make sure to include your name or pen name in the 
document text. 

PoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetry Poetry PoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetry Poetry
MONTH

Be sure to read, understand and follow the guide-
lines for submission. Submissions that do not comply 
with the guidelines will not be considered.

A poet exists in a world of images.
He feels the cold of snow on his hands,
seeks the warmth of a kiva fireplace.

A poet meets the wind with its soft touch 
of spring. As clouds darken the sun, a distinct
scent of rain fills the air and her mind.

A poet sees the lightning split an oak tree,

A Poet’s Life
then feels his body lift into the air
and slam into a brown adobe wall.

A poet hears the timbre of the ring,
She watches a heron move its head
aloft to the noon sound of temple bells.

A poet tastes a fresh, Hatch green chile 
pepper stuffed with cheddar cheese, chicken.
Voilà!, he’s in enchanted New Mexico.

by John J. Candelaria

Digital Brush Painting by Kathy Louise Schuit

The Sage Special April 15 Edition will focus on 
“These Interesting Times.” Write 500 words or 
less about an experience related to covid-19, 
social distancing, shelter-in-place, etc. Keep it 
fun. No political commentary.
Deadline is April 8 so don’t dawdle!
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Earthworm

I chance upon you in the shelter of a towering ponderosa.
Robbed of breath by your blue beauty, I pause to
glory in your flawless fives: sepals, petals, pistils.

I know you, Aquilegia alpina… a perennial, food for 
ancient aboriginals,

poison for fools who sample your seeds.
Your blossom, tall and handsome beyond reason, captures 

my eye,
and I snap you from your stem to closer study nature’s 

perfection.

I carry you, little dove—pocketed close to my heart—on 
my return home to

marvel at your secret shades:
sky blue with shadows of lavender, hints of cobalt, and wisps 

of teal.

Alas, you wither and wilt before your time, despite sips 
from a crystal urn.

Unable to let go, I press you between leaves of the Bard’s 
sonnets.

by Donald T. Morgan
Blue Columbine

by Donald DeNoon
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He prompted me by saying
Tell me about your dreams and desires.
Well, doctor, I don’t have any.
I see.

No, I don’t think you do.
Can you say more?
I prefer using different words.
Such as.

Fantasy and folly.
Interesting.
You wouldn’t say that if you really knew.
Then tell me.

My fantasy is buying a gun.
Oh, to do target practice.
Yes. To begin with.
To begin with?

That’s right, to perfect my marksmanship.
If that’s your fantasy, what’s your folly?
It’s a secret, but I guess it’s safe with you.
That’s right. This conversation is confidential.

I’m planning a trip to El Paso.

Not A Dream Or Desire

by Linda Yen

My love a compost heap
Woven in silken darkness
Damp as the fevered palm of moss
Sharper than spring rain
Pollinating the stigmata of stone.

I wriggle in the fungi’s fetid eye
The bacterial craving for voice
From the droppings of history
I learn the uses of indigestion.

Days later, you hold traces of your prior majesty, but 
the comparison is spare.

To some, columbine means innocence; to others, 
foolishness.

Sadly, my latter has robbed you of your former.

Another season I tread that trail, anxious to see if you 
replenished yourself.

There, beneath the lofty pine, I find your offspring.
And once again, a single stalwart flower demands 

attention.
Wiser now, I forego the plucking of it,

preferring to tarry and drink my fill while still it lives.

Having learned not to hold so tightly, so selfishly, so 
stiflingly,

I walk the path often to witness your progeny prosper.
Far better to share that special bloom’s radiance with 

other passersby.
Until one day I find it gone, ripped from its stem by 

some admirer not
yet privy to the greatest lesson of love.

Grand Canyon
by Linda Yen

Earthworm

Unable to let go, I press you between leaves of the Bard’s 
sonnets.

by Linda Yen

My love a compost heap

Grand Canyon
by Linda Yen
The older you get
The more settled
In your ways
Until brittle as rock face
You collapse under the stress
Of all the elements 
You’ve accumulated.

Maybe that is 
The best way to go:
Mud sliding a torrential howl
Down into the gulch below.



Talking to Angels 
Is a time 
honored
tradition-
amongst those that
are afraid 

of everything.

Senses sharpened,
tongues laid still.

The pleasure of
brushed wings-

Just a hint
of breeze
tickling my cheek.

It’s all worth it, 
I’m sure of it.

That very short moment, when 
everything is all right.

In August, I
know I’ll remember
December.
As vapors mirage, rise from 
the streets;
curdling at 2:00 PM

When I can’t breathe. The

hot air. If only white flakes of
snow could fall again.

Cover my face and wet my 
tongue-
Relieve me from the heat.

Your magnetic spin
Turns me on
Your carbon moustache
Hydrogen bond.

It’s passing strange
The way your charms
Flavor my dreams
With color charge.

Our interactions
Strong or weak
Pack the particle zoo
With cosmic heat.

Which is bottom?
Which is top?
Never mind our ups and downs.
You only need to stop

And ponder
Love lies in the quark
Of the beholder.

by Amara Cudney
Talking to Angels

In August
by Amara Cudney

Elemental
by Linda Yen

I never get tired of this street, avenue, 
Central Avenue.
Morning, afternoon, night, especially 
after 2 a.m. when, in the quiet, it’s 
mine alone to drive
Inside the lines or out.

Windows down, cruzin’ slow and low
I watch for traffic, and for cops 
For little kids, for rubbernecking tourists 
fresh off the bus who might bump into 
a homeless guy on his way 
To the ‘Y’ for a shower

I wave toward the high-windowed 
attorneys 
Locked inside offices above the street.
The stale air of judgment lingers at 
their altitude but, just below, Central 
Avenue pulses fresh with life and 
Folks like me, with attitude.

I feel the eyes of immigrants
Fearful, following, tinged with hope 
That dares a peek from behind the 
darkened window of one room over a 
store where 15 relatives live and work 
at selling cheap toys and expensive 
manicures 
To give their children...more. 

I know this street
It’s people—my heart.
Pedestrians and cruzers coming and 
going, making things happen or not 
happen,  saving or sharing a few 
bucks, livin’ the best they can
The best they know. 

This is my street, in my city 
A place with a history
A place with a future where the sun 
always starts at the mountains and 
heads toward the river, 
Cruzin’ Central Avenue.

Cruzin’ Central
by Kathy Louise Schuit

Stately brick farm house on a hill
Once our haven of warmth
Walls now crumbled, windows 
broken
But there, next to front step
Red roses you planted are in 
bloom
Signifying that those we love 
Never really die

    

  
         

I was thinking of you today
As I jay-walked across Juan Tabo
Cars were speeding past
Horns were honking
Middle fingers were uplifted
And voices screamed obscenities
Directed right at me as
I was thinking of you today

 Reverie Poem

by Donald DeNoon

 You Almost Got 
Me Killed

by Donald DeNoon

PoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetryPoetry Poetry Poetry
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Take every opportunity to increase the tension in your 
scenes. In an early draft of my science-fiction novel, 
Worlds Asunder, I came across the following passage, 
in which the hero, Chase, tumbles from the back of a 
flatbed cargo truck driven by the villain:

The truck sped forward. This time he rolled off the 
back into the dirt, and the truck raced ahead without 
him. The crack in his visor was now a hand’s width 
long. He checked his suit’s pressure gauge. It was 
holding, but not for long, and his air was almost gone.

He pulled the rifle to his shoulder and took aim at the 
departing truck. It was several hundred meters away, 
but that wasn’t far. With two shots, he took out the 
left rear tire. The right rear went three shots later. The 
drive wheels sank into the fine sand and the truck 
ground to a halt. 

This scene is supposed to be exciting. It’s the climactic 
scene of the story: The hero is on the Moon, he’s been 
thrown from the back of a truck, his air is almost gone, 
his oxygen tank is leaking, his faceplate is cracked, he’s 
in the middle of nowhere, he has no transportation, and 
the bad guy is getting away. Yet all I had to say was, 
“He pulled the rifle to his shoulder and took aim at the 
departing truck.” 

Worse, when I said the truck was several hundred meters 
away, I downplayed the problem by adding, “but that 
wasn’t far.” Never downplay the problem. Build it up. 
Make everything a big deal. 

I’m writing from Chase’s point of view. The reader must 
feel his desperation. She must feel the tension: 

Chase’s vision narrowed to that tiny fracture, his leak-
ing O2 tank suddenly minor compared to the threat 
of an immediate loss of pressure. The truck lurched 
forward and Chase rolled off into the dirt. When he 
hit the ground, the crack in his faceplate grew several 
centimeters in length. With Chase in a near-panic, his 
sight flew to his suit’s pressure gauge. It was holding, 
but his air was almost gone. 

Acting purely on instinct, he brought the rifle to his 
shoulder, forced his focus past his cracked faceplate, 
and squeezed the trigger. His target was a vague 

by Kirt HickmanBBuilding Tension shape through a swirl-
ing cloud of dust. Two 
rounds. Three. The 
truck continued. 

The O2 alarm sound-
ing in his ear fragment-
ed his concentration. 
He forced it out of his 
mind and squeezed the 
trigger again. 

The left side of the 
truck sagged as a bullet 
ripped through the rear 
tire. The dust screen 
thickened as the wheel 
began to drag.

Chase shifted his aim 
to the other side and 
fired again. The right 
rear popped three 
shots later and the 
truck ground to a halt.

This example illustrates the difference between a scene 
that’s about the action and a scene that’s about the char-
acter. The original version tells what’s happening in the 
story. The revised passage emphasizes character view-
point. It shows what Chase is going through.

Notice also that everything Chase does makes his situ-
ation worse. He rolls off the truck and the crack in his 
faceplate grows. When he shoots a tire to slow the truck, 
the dust screen thickens, making his target harder to see. 
Each of these developments increases tension.

In another example, Chase and his team are in a truck, 
fleeing enemies who are chasing them on all-terrain cy-
cles. The truck has crashed and the cycles are approach-
ing. The lives of the good guys depend on whether the 
truck starts. Here’s the early draft:

Chase pulled himself into the driver’s seat, restarted 
the transport, and pulled away.

Yawn! Never make anything easy. How about: 

Chase pulled himself into the driver’s seat and tried 
the ignition. 



...notes from the March 7 meeting
In case you missed it...

The transport was dead.

Already it’s better. You can feel the tension that’s lack-
ing in the original version. The revised passage goes on:

Several rounds swept the compartment before Mike 
returned fire. When he did, the rider rolled off his 
bike and took cover behind it. Clark and Gloria 
joined the offensive. Cordova moved behind Chase 
and fired out the driver’s window, forcing the second 
rider to take cover as well.

David Morrell, best selling author and Rambo creator, told 
SouthWest Writers on March 7 that he’s always valued having a 
strong purpose for his writing but, he added, that purpose has not 
included making lots of money. 

“I had a goal to find a new way to write action,” he said, ex-
plaining his mindset for writing First Blood, the novel that started 
the Rambo saga. During his goal-setting process, Morrell said 
he found that Ernest Hemmingway had something he wanted. 
“[When you read Hemmingway’s action] it’s as if no one had 
written action before.” This resulted in Morrell’s asking himself 
a question: “How can I write action in a way that it’s never been 
done before?”

The theme of a novel doesn’t have to be highly political or 
timely, he said. It just has to be something he wants to communicate.

Throughout the writing process, Morrell said he formed that 
idea—to show action in a new way—into a prime objective. “Every 
time I had a plot problem I could go back to that guiding prin-
ciple—what am I trying to communicate? The novel plotted itself 
because I knew what I wanted to accomplish.”

When he tried to get the novel published, and the 
rejections rolled in, Morrell said he was told that there 
was no market for action novels, but it didn’t matter to 
him because he had written what he set out to write. 

Writing is a huge investment of time, he said. “You’d 
better have a damn good reason for writing a book.”

In his closing to the SWW meeting, Morrell advised 
members to “liberate youselves. Write what you need to 
write, what you were meant to write.”

Chase turned up the O2 bleed and tried the starter 
again. The motor roared once and died. More O2. 
He cranked up the fuel intake as well. The transport 
came to life and he pulled away.

This version makes the reader believe, if only for a few 
paragraphs, that the truck’s not going to start. It builds 
tension.

One last piece of advice: When you describe something 
that threatens your hero, describe it in a way that makes 
it sound scary.

...notes from the March 7 meeting

Best selling author 
and Rambo creator, 
David Morrell, ad-
vised members at 
the March 7 SWW 
meeting to make 
sure they write with 
a specific purpose 
in mind.

Huge Thanks To David Morrell
You may or may not know that all speakers at SouthWest Writers meetings recieve an honorarium, paid by 
the organization, for sharing their time and expertise. David Morrell elected to donate his payment back to 
the SWW scholarship fund, which benefits writers who otherwise could not afford a membership or class. 
Our appreciation to David Morrell is exceeded only by John Rambo’s heroism!
You, too, can donate to the SWW scholarship fund. Go to the SWW website, www.southwestwriters.
com, click the About tab and then click Donate.

Photos by Elizabeth Layton (top) and Rose Marie 
Kern (bottom)
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First-, second-, and third-place win-
ners will be awarded in 22 categories 
of prose and poetry. The entries must 
be original, unpublished (see defini-
tion below*), and in English. You do 
not have to be a member of SouthWest 
Writers to enter.

Deadline: Contest entries may be sub-
mitted from March 10 through mid-
night May 2, 2020 (Mountain Time).
Entry fees: $10 for each entry.
Submission: Online submissions 
only, through the SWW website, 
southwestwriters.com. Acceptable 
files: .doc, .docx, or .pdf
NO mailed entries will be accepted.

PRIZES
First place winners will receive $50 and a medal. Sec-
ond place will receive $25 and a medal. Third place will 
receive a medal. Top three winners in each category 
have the option of being published in the next SWW 
Winners Anthology.

The top three award winners in each category will be 
notified via email by August 1, 2020, but the specifics 
of the awards will remain secret until they are presented 
at our Annual Meeting on October 3, 2020. If a winner 
cannot be present to receive the award, it will be sent 
by regular mail. Winners’ names will be posted on the 
SWW website and in the SouthWest Sage newsletter 
after October 3, 2020.

CONTEST RULES
Each entry must be an original work that has not been 
published either electronically or in print anywhere, or 
submitted previously to an SWW writing contest.
All entries—whether prose or poetry—must be submit-
ted in Times New Roman, 12 pt with double spacing.
Prose may be up to 3,500 words, including the title.
Poetry may not be any longer than 250 lines, including 
the title. The name of the author may not appear on the 
submission.

No limit on number of submissions per person. The 
same piece may be entered in more than one category 
but will cost $10 for each category submitted to. The 
online submission form can accept five entries at a time. 

ANNUAL SWW WRITING CONTEST
SEEING the WORLD in 20/20
is NOW open for submissions

Submit the form as often as necessary to 
accommodate the number of entries.

CATEGORIES
This year, there are 11 entry topic catego-
ries for both prose and poetry for a total of 
22 categories:

FICTION
Prose or Poetry: Six Categories
• Social Consciousness
• Mystery/Crime
• Historical Fiction
• Sci Fi/Futuristic/Fantasy
• Romance

• Thriller/Suspense/Horror 

NON-FICTION
Prose or Poetry: Five Categories
• Cultural/Historical
• Animals
• Humor
• Biography/Memoir/Travel
• Spiritual/Philosophy/Self-Help

JUDGING
Each entry will be assigned a number. Corresponding 
author names will be kept secure to ensure unbiased 
judging.

Entries will receive at least two evaluations by pub-
lished authors and/or professional editors. Total points 
will determine the winning entries. In the case of a 
tie, the SWW contest committee will arbitrate to pick 
a winner. SouthWest Writers reserves the right to dis-
qualify any entry if contest rules are not followed e.g., 
word limit exceeded or author’s name appearing in the 
manuscript.

Evaluators may enter the contest, but may not enter any 
piece into a category they are reviewing.

*Published vs. Unpublished: “Published” is defined as offering for 
distribution or actually distributing copies of a work to the public 
whether or not it was offered for sale. SouthWest Writers has de-
termined this includes, but is not limited to, the following venues: 
newsletters, eBooks, blogs/websites, magazines, traditionally pub-
lished (HarperCollins, etc.), or self-published books which have 
been released for sale to the general public. Material is considered 
unpublished if it was not intended for public distribution or if only a 
few copies were created and distribution was limited.



Eliza Haywood Answers is written by SWW 
member Sarah Rowe. Sarah is an independent 
book editor specializing in science fiction and 
fantasy. 
Email her at Sarah_Rowe@outlook.com

Dear Eliza,
     I have a great story about how a 
virus mutates humanity, but my cri-
tique group thinks it might  be hard 
to publish right now. How do you 
think it would be received?
Signed,
Eager to Publish

Dear Eager,
     With a single, global occurrence 
– the COVID-19 pandemic – oc-
cupying everyone’s mind, this is 
a good question to start a discus-
sion about timely writing. A ma-
jor event, stirring around in our brains for weeks and 
months, is bound to inspire our art.
   Some types of writing lend themselves to follow-
ing current trends. News writing, obviously; but also 
blogs and articles and, ahem, monthly columns. When 
we get into prose and poetry, however, we run into an 
issue: the combination of popularity and publishing 
times.
     While an article can come out that month and 
a newspaper that day, books and literary writing of-
ten take months to work their way from slush pile to 
editor’s desk to future issue. Novels commonly take 
a year from acceptance to hit the shelves. Even if you 
self-publish, you are likely to spend months on edit-
ing and preparation.
     So when your brain is buzzing with pandemic-
centered dystopian futures and explorations of the po-
litical and economic impacts of quarantine, there are 
a few things to remember.
     First, understand that a lot of writers, experiencing 
the same event right now, will have the same idea. 
While everyone will bring their unique view to the 
work, magazines and editors are likely to be flooded 
with illness-themed writing in the upcoming year. 
Consider what makes your piece stand out. What 
insight do you have that others are missing? What 

Timely Writing expertise do you bring to the sub-
ject? Why should your explora-
tion of a post-pandemic dystopia 
be read instead of someone else’s?
     Second, remember that your 
work will likely reach readers 
months to years from now. Our 
reality, our obsessions, will have 
changed. The outcomes we predict 
with our writing now may be day-
to-day living or laughably wrong; 
or maybe even cruel. To deal with 
this, make your current-event writ-
ing a little more timeless. Use the 
now as inspiration, but also look 
beyond it. Consider other similar 
events in history (the Spanish Flu 
is a good place to start researching) 
and the wider implications. 

     Lastly, publication trends often follow flash fads. 
There was a while where publishers were desperate 
for a vampire romance or a YA dystopian. If you had 
one ready to go you were in luck; if you had to take 
the time to write a new manuscript the fad would 
slow down. Writing on current events is similar, ex-
cept that we don’t yet know whether there will be a 
demand for the writing. Will everyone want to read 
everything they can on pandemics? Or will they want 
to escape from reality into other topics? Both writ-
ers and publishers are gambling on this right now. 
We’ll have to wait and see, like everyone else, what 
the world looks like in a year.

Yours sincerely,

Eliza Haywood

Eliza Haywood

Answers

Interested in getting more involved with the award-winning SWW organization? Volunteers are al-
ways needed and appreciated. Mentor with current board members to facilitate programs, meet-
ings, publications, or managment; or become a part of the SouthWest Sage newsletter production 
team. To get started, email info@swwriters.com or sage@swwriters.com

PLAY ON THE WINNING SWW TEAM!
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PAGE 3     No suggested edits.

PAGE 4     No suggested edits.

PAGE 5     No suggested edits.

PAGE 6     Ballad of Yolanda Llama
                               You may want to delete this poem entirely, because
                               I failed to alert you to the fact that the attachment was
                               two pages, not just one. So two verses were omitted
                               from the SAGE. See my message dated March 21
                               to view both pages.
                   Substitution possible
                               �ere was another poem I sent you on March 18.
                                It is titled “Not A Dream Or Desire.” Please consider
                                replacing Yolanda with Not a Dream....
                    If you choose to retain Yolanda in its entirety, you need to
                                know that the picture of the llama should be moved 
                                to appear above the previous line, “Have you touched
                                Yolanda Llama.” �at way the whole verse can be 
                                read together. Also, I would prefer that the verses 
                                not have each line centered. If you can print it similar 
                                to how I submitted it, that would be great. 
                                Contact me if you have questions or comments.

PAGE 7       No suggested edits. But let me say that I really like “Cruzin’
                                 Central.” I know that street and I pictured everything
                                 in my mind that you mentioned as I read the poem.

PAGE 9        “In Case You Missed It”  - Paragraph 4 -  End of Line 2
                                   I recommend that you not hyphenate Ev-
                                   erytime and �nd a way to put it all on one line.
                                    Also, divide every and time into two words.
                                                   Bottom Paragraph - under “Huge �anks.”
                                                   Next to last line - Should the word “too”
                                                   be separated by commas?

PAGE 10       No suggested edits.

PAGE 11       Eliza - Le� Column - Line 4 - remove “s” from “questions”

PAGE 12       Links as printed in the Get Tough box and in the Literary Hub 
                                    announcement are not “linkable.” I tried. �ey don’t
                                    work. Everywhere else in SAGE, the links work.



At SouthWest Writers, we love the 
portion of our meetings where we 
get to hear about members’ success-
es. Unfortunately, for the time being, 
we’re all locked down. Knowing 
the pleasure that sharing of suc-
cess brings to members, SWW has 
decided to open up elerts to twice 
a week AND include in them suc-
cesses and announcements from the 
membership. Please send YOUR 
successes and announcements to 
the office at info@swwriters.com. 
Keep announcements to fewer than 
50 words, a book cover photo is 
allowed.

E-lerts To Include 
Member Successes

Literary Hub Provides a New 
Perspective on Books, Literature 
and Shakespeare’s Relationship 
With the Plague
Literary Hub is an organizing principle in the service of 
literary culture, a single, trusted, daily source for all the 
news, ideas and richness of contemporary literary life. 
There is more great literary content online than ever be-
fore, but it is scattered, easily lost—with the help of its 
editorial partners, Lit Hub is a site readers can rely on 
for smart, engaged, entertaining writing about all things 
books. Each day—alongside original content and exclu-
sive excerpts—Literary Hub is proud to showcase an ed-
itorial feature from one of its many partners from across 
the literary spectrum: publishers big and small, journals, 
bookstores, and non-profits.

lithub.com/

Meet the Unacknowledged Hero Who Discovered 
That Handwashing Saves Lives

Links to articles now online at Literary Hub and 
through its online publishing partners:

How Writers Around the Country Are Handling 
Creative Life in Quarantine

The Infectious Pestilence Did Reign
How the plague ravaged William Shakespeare’s 
world and inspired his work, from Romeo and Juliet 
to Macbeth
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Do you have a 
writing-relat-
ed story, photo 
or illustration 
to share with 
S o u t h W e s t 
Sage read-
ers? Send it to 
sage@swwrit-
ers.com. Pub-
lication is not 
guaranteed but 
you can hedge 
your bets by 
reading and 
following the 
guidelines on 
page 5.

Add Your 
Talent to 
the Sage

OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR WRITERS

So, you’re a certain age now, and 
you’re ready for what’s next. You 
might be enjoying an empty nest, or 
starting a second career, or wind-
ing down a first one. You might be 
downsizing, or traveling, or caring 
for elderly parents.

Publishers of 
Jack Canfield’s 
iconic Chicken 
Soup for the 
Soul series are 
at it again. Submissions are now 
being accepted for a possible new 
book, Age is Just a Number. 

You might be going on the adventure 
of a lifetime or taking long walks in 
the woods. The one thing you know 
for sure is that you’re not ready to 

stop living! You feel ener-
getic and young and there 
is still so much more to see 
and do and give and enjoy.

We are looking for stories 
about the humorous or serious sides 
of life after 60. 

The DEADLINE  for story and poem 
submissions is MAY 31, 2020.

https://www.chickensoup.com/
story-submissions/

possible-book-topics

53-Word 
Story Contest

53 words 
no more, no less

Deadline: 
21st of each month

Entry Details: 
press53.com

GET TOUGH!

What’s that old saying 
about tough times?

Challenge yourself to

APPRECIATION 
From The Editor
Having the Sage newsletter occupy the 
First Place slot in the NMPW Commu-
nications Contest is obviously a source of 
some pride but, also, gratitude. No one 
wins awards alone. The Sage newsletter 
was recognized as an excellent publica-
tion due to the efforts of editors before 
me, proofreaders who scour the pages 
monthly (you know who you are!), col-
umnists who labor to come up with in-
formative and educational material ON 
DEADLINE each and every month, and 
contributions from busy members—
many of whom are published authors 
and/or award-winners in their own right. 
I am privileged to work with all of you!
                                                           -KS
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THE PERFECT GIFT
• Interesting
• Useful
• Can be shared with 

others
• Educational
• Fun!

Copies available at the meeting 
book table or at the SouthWest 
Writers o�ce:  
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE
Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110

KiMo Theater: Fact and Folklore

Writers o�ce:  
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE
Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110

100% of 

sales ben-

efit writers!

The SWW Board of Directors meets on the 
first Tuesday of each month from 6 - 8 p.m. at 
Chez Axel restaurant located on the northeast 
corner of Montgomery and San Pedro.  Mem-
bers are encouraged to attend.

Board of Directors
Rose Marie Kern, President

Elizabeth Layton, Vice President
Jennifer Black, Treasurer

Patricia Walkow, Secretary

Michelle Auron, Meeting Media and Video 
Brenda Cole, Writing Contest 
Roger Floyd, Signage/Setup 

Melody Groves, Classes/Conferences
Jacqueline Loring, Membership

Sam Moorman, Facilities Manager
Léonie Rosenstiel, Media/Public Relations

Kathy Schuit, Sage Editor
Camille Singaraju, Historian

Kathy Wagoner, Website
Dan Wetmore, Procedures/Awards

SWW O�ce:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114

Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone (505) 830-6034

email: info@swwriters.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com

1. Podium was purchased and assembled, 
ready for the next meeting.

2. PZM Microphone (Pressure Zone Micro-
phone) is being researched.

3. The board discussed the week-long summer 
marketing book camp to be held June 15-19. 
Details to be fleshed out. There will be a.m. 
and p.m. classes. 

4. New name tags: lifetime members will re-
ceive free name tags.

5. The board is researching options for virtual 
meetings.

6. The board is looking at a plan to offer non-
published members opportunities to read 
their work at a Tuesday meeting or two.

7. The SouthWest Writers writing contest be-
gins in March. The website has the details.

The April board meeting is curently scheduled 
to take place electronically on Tuesday, April 7 
at 6 p.m.

Board members did manage to get in a meeting be-
fore the start of mandated isolation. It was a pro-
ductive meeting with much accomplished:

SWW Board Meeting 
Summarized
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